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Return to Archive
their trigger-finger fury on November 15th 
(which is equivalent to the holiday season 
and the Super Bowl rolled into one another), 
so on and so forth. As this is ongoing, be 
aware that we will still be able to load up 
your trucks with material, so long as the 
big 3 noted above cooperate with us. We 
“normally” go into the first week of December, 
so you still have time to get orders in. The 
more notice we can get, the better.

In conclusion, after all the cuts, scrapes, 
bruises, mosquito bites, wasp stings (the 
bees were nice this year), ibuprofen, Tylenol, 
coffee, energy drinks, hydrogen peroxide, 
band-aids, bandages, beer (after hours, of 
course), and half jelly donuts, we made it 
through another season. From all of us here 
at Christensen’s, it has been a privilege to 
serve you through another 12 month wild 
ride. If all goes well, let’s do it again in 2017!

- Cap’n

Christensen’s Plant Center – Bonus Behind-The-Scenes Footage.

Some people wonder what it’s like amongst employees when the yard isn’t 
packed with trucks wrapped around the corner and we’re not barking over the 
walkie talkies. Well, there is usually a constant verbal badgering of Cinco (he’s 
the fifth Dave that works here), repeating what seems to be an infinite amount 
of quotes from the movie “Tombstone”, waiting for a completely random Reno 
Expression-of-the-Day that normally begins with “Excuse me while I...<insert 
improvisation here>” that will nearly cripple us with laughter, then there’s dodging 
the occasional flying pen across the shop into someone’s noggin on the receiving 
staff, snickering at some short-fused bald guy hollering over the radio in regards 
to people parking next to brick displays, recalling various salesmen “salutes” 
(that’s an inside joke, Minions. Apply for a job and we’ll fill ya in), comparing 
photo galleries of trucks leaving without tarps, and reminiscing of days, years, 
and even decades of times gone by that seem like yesterday. There’s more to 
list, but there’s only so much time and space before it becomes repetitive.

That, and I have to keep the PG-13 rating in mind…

Oooooohhhhhhhhh… SEE YA!! – University of Michigan Student 
Section when an opposing player fouls out of a basketball game.

So now that we’re in the home stretch and we prepare ourselves for the 
combined antics of Mother Nature, Father Winter, and that little freak Jack Frost 
(not the perennial Brunnera; that’s actually pretty sweet), we here at CPC have 
a lot to get done, such as preparing for our last inventory day of the year, cutting 
back perennials, getting poly houses constructed, Minions preparing to let loose 
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